
         Purdue Mar 14 [18]86_ 
My beloved Effie__ 
 Do you see Darling, it is almost mid March and we are soon going to enter upon the 
second half of the month & before very much longer March will have left us_  And I shall not be 
very sorry.  Darling I received your note this morning & what a charming time I had reading it_  I 
enjoyed it all & especially the portion in which you told me so well about the way in which you 
did up that literary musical snob you wrote about.  I am going to write a little lecture on the 
subject so Darling, turn over to the __th [he forgot to fill in the number] page for the 
continuation of the letter.  I think that you are entirely correct in what you say about the trash 
such critics (?) would grind out and with regard to the stuff that they spread out in such papers 
as the Herald[,] the Tribune & the Times half of the time at least.  Such persons as those you 
picture have no right to hold a pen much less express opinions.  They convicted themselves at 
the start by showing off about coming late.  They are two asses and the tips of the dude collar 
prolonged into ears would be an appropriate gear for them to wear__  But while the office is 
much abused there is no doubt in my mind that the work of a good conscientious critic is in the 
highest degree valuable.  I know Darling that I am on semi-dangerous ground now for I know 
you may think I am pleading my own cause on former charges that I am perhaps hypercritical 
but I want to leave out any personal application.  These persons of course are not critics.  They 
are mere hacks who write a certain amount of rot for so much a page & their aim is to be paid 
by the distance like a cart driver.  But leaving such out as not critics[,] a critic who is serious and 
kind is a very useful writer.  W. J. Stillman is such a writer.  He is a man of 60 years or so[,] lived 
in Greece for many years[,] studied art in the great home of art[,] was much in Rome[,] and 
had[,] before his fine education[,] a fine artistic sense_  He is a critic who deserves to be heard.  
Many of the criticisms of the Post & Nation are by him & they deserve patient hearing tho one 
may not agree with them_  I feel that it is this way.  The artist[,] be he musician or painter or 
what[,] will not condescend to point out the beauties & defects of his work.  He can’t in fact[,] 
while another may be able to stand between him & the poor student & show that learner what 
is good & true & what is poor.  I don’t admire a picture merely because it is the proper thing but 
I feel that life is too short for me to spend the necessary study to educate my taste & I go to the 
reliable critic for help[,] trying to use the help judiciously[,] & find thus what is truly admirable 
in a picture.  I may be offended by the critic.  I may disagree with him in points & yet he may 
show me things which once seen I believe true & stick to & can see afterward tho I might never 
have discovered them.  I think it is the critics duty to have a universal knowledge first & then to 
apply any special case to its test & give me the result of his measurement.  Of course there is 
the practical difficulty that there are no canons of art and critics differ & we are in a quandary 
but yet we are not in so much difficulty from this cause as we are from flippant criticism of 
those who have no knowledge & then assume to judge.  I read the Post because I can place 
more confidence in its contributors than I can in those of any other paper_  Many of them I 



know to be good solid men who know the value of an art production & can detect the false as 
the jeweler can detect the false diamond__  Some pretty bad stuff gets into the Post but it 
keeps me better informed than any other source of information I have__  I am so disgusted 
over some verbilage of criticism & especially the use of unnecessary phrases which the hacks 
use as any one can be.  I send you a good sample cut from the Tribune & it is only an unusually 
pronounced case of an old disease by that paper.  It is carried ad nauseam _  I thought the 
Nation on the Morgan Collection excellent.  Also the clippings you sent gave me quite a fair idea 
of what there was in the collection.  Of course exact description of pictures is difficult and not 
possible in a brief article which attempts to describe a large collection.  The stuff about Mrs. 
Morgan’s taste etc is wholly superfluous & dont have any place in a criticism of the collection or 
at any rate should be consigned to the briefest possible statement.  The collection was plainly 
not collected for any distinct purpose or art study.  Mrs M[organ] had plenty of money & bou’t 
what pleased her but was not studying any school or trying to find illustrations of its style.  She 
had a perfect right to do so & certainly if the purchase of pictures were to be indulged in only 
by those who bought the pictures as art students & connoisseurs the artist would have a return 
to the ancient hard lines of bread & cheese_ 
 I was going to write a few words more about some of the artists whose pictures were 
sold for prices beyond what I should have expected.  I spoke of Henner.  I have seen three of his 
pictures.  They are pictures of naked women standing by a pool of water_  Certainly there is no 
elevating lesson to be drawn from the picture unless perhaps it is the lesson of cleanliness[,] a 
good one but hardly an artistic subject.  There was no fine execution in the ones I saw by him & 
th one was at the Metropolitan.  I think I called your attention to it.  I dont know either as I did 
for certainly it wasn’t worthy of it but I remember wondering at the time what there was in him 
to cause his pictures to be on sale_  Then Vibert.  I have seen several of Vibert’s.  Walter’s has 
two of his.  They are good[,] very[,] but not wonderful__  I see that Gallait’s A Young Mother 
brought $3050_  Walter’s has two powerful pictures of his called “War” & “Peace.”  I wrote you 
about them.  The war I remember well.  The picture is that of a mother & babe shot dead by a 
stray bullet, the babe is nur nursing when killed.  And a second child[,] a little girl or boy of 
about three years[,] is tugging at the mothers skirts in a frenzy of terror.  The face of the 
mother & the frenzied child are both wonderful enough to be as fresh today as when I saw 
them about them years ago.  x x x  I have been to church with Miss Wh[ipple]. & just gotten 
home_  I wish it had been you my own & not Miss Wh[ipple]. but the time is coming nearer & 
nearer every day & it don’t seem so far away as it did awhile ago. ___  Darling I am sorry that 
mother is so very cranky in her treatment of you.  She is spoiling the pleasure of these last 
weeks by it.  Why must she be so[?]   She of course feels awfully to think of having you go away 
but she loses a great deal of the comfort she could have & spoils your last weeks so that you 
will almost be glad to get away.  It is too bad.  I feel awfully about it.  I think that you are right.  
She won’t be satisfied with any thing you do and the performance over the Summit matter 



sounds simply silly.  I think that Mag was right when she said that the Madison folks had their 
mad out first for they do act & feel perfectly lovely toward you now & it gives me unspeakable 
comfort to feel that you are so loved by them & that they are so proud of you as I know they 
are.  I know that they[,] every one of them[,] love you very fondly & feel that they are gaining.  
Your mother & Jule were fine in their letters to me but I don’t think that they have panned out 
half as well as they promised & I feel sure that your mother is just as bad now as she was at 
Christmas.  I think that we ought both to be charitable & go slow & you must bear it as patiently 
as you can darling and don’t let on that you notice her treatment of you in contrast with Jule__  
It wont be a great while more thank God__  I feel very sorry that she is so.  I wish she could be 
more sensible but I think we can conclude that that wish is vain and give up hoping for any such 
thing.  I know you are as careful as you can be & Darling try & be patient.  Don’t waste yourself 
by proposing schemes & try & keep out of consultations in which you know beforehand that 
you are bound to contradict her if you are honest.  I do wish she would let houses alone for 
awhile and take a rest but rest isn’t in her nature & I think she really needs the excitement.  
Mamma told me last Summer that your mother couldn’t be happy in a quiet life & I think 
Mamma has got a pretty level head on her.  She tallies pretty well with Mrs. Perine_  Let her go 
it for the hunting & planning are her necessary amusements(?)  If she could only play solitaire at 
it & not drag you in it would be good.  But she will make you drop every thing to help her & yet 
don’t like at all your volunteering to help her.  In fact Darling there is no reason or sense in the 
thing but it amuses her and so I think she will be bound to keep at it.   

I haven’t had the quiet day I anticipated at all for I had some mending to do when I got 
home from the office.  Since I ordered the plates for the Stones of Venice I felt I must 
economize so I saved a couple of dollars by mending the sleeve lining & cleaning my every day 
coat which I had intended to give to the tailor.  I put about two hours on it & it will do _  Then 
Huston came in & wanted me to go over to dinner with him.  Of course you know what I did on 
that invitation__  After dinner we sat awhile at his room.  Then I walked over here with Mr 
White[,] the chap whose wife is on a vacation.  He stayed till chapel time and after chapel it was 
supper.  Then I wrote the first part of this letter & then went to church & it is now ten o’clock.  I 
must write home yet tonight.  So flies the time on Sunday and to be honest it goes pretty 
rapidly now on weekdays too.  As I stop & think it seems very long since I was with you & yet to 
last Sundays seems but a very short time.  I shall be so glad when we wont need to think at all 
about the slow weeks but shall have sunshine all the time.  I think of those happy times in store 
for us very often and I know Darling that you do too.  We once thought it would be [a] long 
engagement we should have.  And it has seemed very long.  Don’t it seem a very long time 
since that happy day[?]  Does it seem only 18 months ago?  It don’t seem so near as that time 
or any thing like it.  It hasn’t been in time what people call long but it has seemed sometimes so 
very long & dreary.  It isn’t so now so much so as it was last year, that horrible year.  I hope we 
shall never pass thro’ a like awful Spring.  Now Darling I will stop & write home & then go to 



bed for I am very tired.  I have walked to the city & back three times today_  Oh darling I think 
of you so often & with such strong longing love.  The separation grows harder to bear & not 
easier as time goes & I shall never be content away from you_     
             
 Ө             Ɵ 

With love beyond measure        Ө 
Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  from your         Ө 

    Ɵ       Harry            Ө 
Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ө  Ɵ          Ө   

 
Monday morning _ 

My own darling____ 
I havent time for much now but I want to tell you in this letter that all my letters from 

here have been mailed all right and I can’t account at all for the trouble at your office.  I advise 
you to take the envelopes to your station master and ask him if he can tell what is the trouble.   
Send me the Lafayette & N.Y. Post marks so that I can hunt the matter up here.  I have mailed 
the letters myself in person lately & I can’t understand how anything can be the matter with 
them.  I am so sorry about it Darling for I want you to have all the comfort you can get from 
letters which is little enough compared with being together but does help us both a very great 
deal_  Oh Darling I must go.  How I do love you Effie my own darling.  I long for you all the time 
& spend so many hours every day with you in imagination_  I think of the happy times we’ve 
had & the still happier times we are to have and I feel happy even now for I know what a true & 
loving heart you have given to me.  My Darling here is a lot of kisses[,] not as many as you want 
for I know you never can get enough but as many as there is room for just now & love[,] 
deepest truest fondest love for my own Effie   

from your 
    Harry___ 


